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If you had the chance to invest in new technology that was proven to reduce the burden of chronic disease and cut health care costs for thousands of people, would you do it? What if that same technology also reduced greenhouse gas emissions, improved mental health, and cut crime rates? The investment I’m talking about is deceptively simple—and we already know how to make it. It’s not an app or a mobile device. It’s a well-functioning neighborhood.

The market for improving health in the United States is vast and growing. Venture funding for digital health surpassed $4 billion in 2014, nearly equivalent to the prior three years of funding from 2011 to 2013 combined. In 2014, the top six categories of venture funding for digital health were Analytics and Big Data ($393 million), Healthcare Consumer Engagement ($323 million), Digital Medical Devices ($312 million), Telemedicine ($285 million), Personalized Medicine ($268 million) and Population Health Management ($225 million). In the context of this growing and dynamic market, there is clearly enormous opportunity to drive investment toward interventions that improve population health.

Neighborhoods conditions, including the quality and cost of housing and transportation, access to jobs, education and services, and the availability of healthy food and safe places to walk and play are primary drivers of how long and how well we live. Together, they create an environment that shapes the choices we make every day, from how we get around and where we work to how much physical activity and sleep we get and how well we know our neighbors. Hostile environments can exacerbate poor mental and physical health through a cascade of stressors including exposure to violence, housing instability, and financial insecurity. These stressors, and the environmental conditions that underpin them, are more prevalent in low-income communities and communities of color, contributing to profound inequities in health outcomes. For example, a 2009 study from the Agency for Health Care Research and Quality found that hospital admissions rates for diabetes-related complications were 77 percent higher for people living in the poorest neighborhoods in the United States. A 2014 study by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention found that more than 50 percent of Hispanic men and women and non-Hispanic black women are predicted to develop diabetes during their lifetime, compared to 40 percent of the general population. Diabetes and its complications accounted for $245 billion in direct and indirect medical costs in 2012.

Despite overwhelming evidence linking neighborhood environments to health and health care costs, there is a dearth of investment in healthy communities. “On a Mission: Investing for US Health Impact in 2014,” a survey conducted by the California Health Foundation, provides an overview of mission investing in health (defined as investing that aims to generate both social and financial returns). The survey identified 16 organizations that made health impact investments in 2014 totaling more than $120 million altogether. Of these investments, only 21 percent, or approximately $25 million, focused on the environmental and social
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determinants of health.’ This is less than one percent of the venture capital invested in digital health companies in the same year. Although existing federal programs, including the Low Income Housing Tax Credit and New Markets Tax Credit, are critical resources, they are not enough.

Why is it so difficult to finance the development of healthy neighborhoods when the benefits to people, communities, and the economy are so profound? The answer, at least in part, lies in the fact that these benefits are not generally measured or accounted for in any systematic way. Healthy Neighborhoods Equity Fund (HNEF) is a pioneering, $30 million real estate investment fund in Massachusetts that grew out of the recognition that mixed-income, mixed-use, transit-oriented development (TOD) projects in historically disinvested neighborhoods are both challenging to complete and transformative for communities. HNEF is sponsored by two regional organizations, the Massachusetts Housing Investment Corporation, a 26-year-old community development financial institution (CDFI) with $1.2 billion in assets under management, and the Conservation Law Foundation, New England’s oldest and largest environmental advocacy organization. HNEF provides “patient” equity for catalytic TOD projects in neighborhoods where the cost to build exceeds today’s market value. The fund can invest in residential, office, retail, light industrial, or mixed-use projects, and typically supports five to 25 percent of the total project cost. HNEF has a longer time horizon and lower target return than typical private equity funds, which allow the fund to invest in projects and neighborhoods that would otherwise be unable to access this type of financing. A significant layer of “first loss” capital8 absorbs some of the risk if projects do not perform as expected and offsets the lower rate of return for private investors. Equally important, projects seeking an investment from HNEF go through a rigorous review process using a scorecard that integrates more than 50 qualitative and quantitative measures that assess the project’s likely community, environmental, and health impacts. HNEF also provides ongoing monitoring to document the effect of these projects over the ten-year life of the investment.

The structure of HNEF, which aligns financial returns with community, environmental, and health benefits, is made possible by a fundamental shift in the real estate market nationwide. In their recently released paper, “Foot Traffic Ahead 2016,” Christopher Leinberger and Michael Rodriguez found that, “For perhaps the first time in 60 years, walkable urban places in all 30 of the largest metros are gaining market share over their drivable suburban competition — and showing substantially higher rental premiums.”9 As a result, communities with the core characteristics of place that support walkable urban development, including a mix of uses, higher densities, access to transit, and connected street networks, have strong potential for long-term growth in value. These same characteristics are also important for increasing economic opportunity, health, and wellbeing for residents. HNEF is taking advantage of this overlap to drive greater investment in struggling neighborhoods that are in the early stages of development and are also facing significant health and environmental challenges. Recognizing the potential risk of displacement as real estate values rise, HNEF is supporting the development of mixed-income communities that include both affordable and market-rate housing.

The current HNEF project pipeline is concentrated in Boston, with some projects in downtown areas and around commuter rail stops in surrounding cities and towns. The first HNEF investment of $894,500 in the Chelsea Flats project was finalized in December 2014, and an additional $16.8 million of HNEF investment in five other projects has since been approved. These six projects have leveraged an additional $121.5 million of private and public investment in low- and moderate-income neighborhoods. In total, they will create 528 new housing units, of which 26 percent are affordable to households earning 80 percent of Area Median Income (AMI) or less. Starting rents for market-rate apartments range from 78 to 129 percent of 2016 AMI, affordable to working families. These six projects will also create over 106,000 square feet of commercial space, including neighborhood retail and office space, and generate nearly 1,100 new construction jobs and over 140 new permanent jobs. Across all phases of development, including those that HNEF has invested in, these projects will create 975,000 square feet of
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new mixed-use development near transit that is home to nearly 1,800 new residents and employees. These projects will also support three new or improved parks and trails, a new grocery store, and several healthy food outlets. Equally important, these projects will contribute to safer and more walkable neighborhoods with new jobs and amenities that benefit current as well as future residents.

The Melnea Hotel and Residences in Boston’s Dudley Square neighborhood is a prime example of the type of transformative development HNEF was set up to support. Located on a long-vacant piece of publicly-owned land at the intersection of two major streets that form a gateway to the commercial center, the site will soon be home to a new mixed-income, mixed-use development with 50 residential units, a Marriott flagship hotel, and ground-floor retail space. The project is located just 0.3 miles from Dudley Station, a major transit hub that includes regional bus service, and 0.7 miles from the Ruggles subway station. The project is one of several recent public and private developments in and around Dudley Square, a historically African-American neighborhood that is beginning to rebound after years of community-driven reinvestment activity.

Starting rents at Melnea Residences will be affordable to households earning 110 to 129 percent of AMI, with seven units set aside for households earning less than 70 percent of AMI. These units serve an important segment of Boston’s housing market. The city’s rental housing population grew by 23 percent from 2006 to 2013 while the number of rental units grew by only 15 percent, contributing to low vacancy rates and rising rents across the city. Despite the prominence of the site and the overall strength of the Boston housing market, the Melnea Residences project would not be possible without HNEF financing owing to the perceived risk of achieving market rents and the longer time horizon required to pay back investors.

Melnea Hotel and Residences will create approximately 50 new jobs in hotel operations, residential management, and retail. Starting wages at the hotel will be $18 per hour, and the hotel operator is contributing $400,000 to the city of Boston for a job-training fund. Project sponsors have committed to local hiring targets, including 51 percent of construction worker hours performed by minority workers, with a preference for Roxbury residents (the larger neighborhood around Dudley Square), and 70 percent of hotel jobs to be filled by community residents and/or lower-income people. They have also committed to the participation of minority-business enterprises (MBE), including 40 percent of the construction contract value being performed by MBEs. In addition to construction and permanent jobs created on the site, 33 percent of the region’s jobs are available within a 45-minute transit commute, opening up additional opportunities for residents of the project.

Beyond the creation of new housing and jobs, Melnea Hotel and Residences will contribute to measurable improvements in safety and walkability in the surrounding area and take advantage of a number of health-promoting features nearby. The project is expected to produce a 77.3 percent increase in the State of Place index, a block-by-block audit tool that measures the qualities empirically shown to be associated with walking. This will not only promote physical activity but also improve community safety by creating more “eyes on the street.” In addition, the project will provide secure indoor bike parking and enhance the existing South Bay Harbor bicycle trail that runs along the edge of the site. Finally, the project is flanked by a large complex of recreational fields and a newly constructed full-service grocery store, Tropical Foods, both of which support the health of residents in the area.

This type of development is important to Dudley Square for several reasons. The poverty rate for the half-mile area around the project is 34.5 percent, more than three times the state poverty rate, and unemployment is 13 percent, or 2.8 times the state rate. In 2012, life expectancy in Dudley Square was a shocking 58.9 years, compared with 91.9 years for the Back Bay neighborhood just two miles north, and 80.5 years for the
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state as a whole. Between 2010 and 2013, nearly one in three people (32.1 percent) in ZIP Code 02119 reported their general health status was fair or poor, twice the rate for Boston as a whole (15.7 percent). Chronic disease is disproportionately high; the three-year, age-adjusted rate for diabetes in-patient hospitalizations was 1,466 per 100,000 residents, nearly 11 times the rate for Massachusetts as a whole, and the three-year age-adjusted rate for mental health emergency department visits was 40,235 per 100,000 residents, 18.3 times the state rate.

Improvement on any of these measures would have a significant impact on residents, the neighborhood, and the health care system. Although no single project can bring about these kinds of large-scale improvements, a coordinated approach to public and private investment, guided by authentic community engagement and thoughtful planning, offers the best prospects for sustained change. The availability of patient equity through investment funds like HNEF can play a pivotal role in reversing decades of disinvestment in struggling communities across the country.

For these kinds of investments to take root in more places, we need the ability to measure and describe the social good the investment is creating. That is why we created a scorecard for HNEF (the HealthScore) that integrates data from a variety of sources and allows us to measure and monitor the impact of HNEF investments. To assess the need and opportunity for healthy neighborhood development and the likely impact of a proposed project, the HealthScore integrates primary data on walkability and quality of the built environment with secondary data on neighborhood conditions, demographics, and health outcomes. In addition, the HealthScore includes a qualitative assessment of the local planning and development context, community engagement process, and partners. Finally, the HealthScore contains a detailed assessment of building uses, design, site plans, and programming. This scoring process relies on partnerships and agreements with our state public health department, regional planning agency, and several private contractors as well as conversations with project sponsors and other stakeholders in the neighborhood. The HealthScore also provides baseline data on a number of measures that can be monitored to determine whether conditions are changing over time. Although many of these conditions are not likely to change solely as a result of HNEF investment, we can use the baseline and monitoring data to gauge progress on key measures. As this type of neighborhood-level data becomes more widely available and accessible, the opportunity to use it for investment screening and monitoring will only grow.

What would it look like to make strategic, data-driven investments in healthy communities at scale? What could we achieve? The equity gap for mixed-use, mixed-income TOD projects is a challenge in markets across the country, and hundreds of community-based organizations and developers are seeking to build projects that address health and environmental challenges. Although the target rate of return and relative proportion of public, philanthropic, and private capital may vary, the concept of a blended capital stack can be replicated nearly anywhere. Individual and institutional investors, including banks, hospitals, and health systems, can bring new resources to the table, bolstered by first-loss capital from the public and philanthropic sectors. On the fund management side, CDFIs are widespread across the United States and can serve as effective intermediaries, combining local market knowledge with the ability to aggregate and deploy capital. Universities and nonprofits with expertise in data collection can support impact measurement. Similarly, county and state public health departments can bring deep expertise in gathering, tracking, and reporting health outcomes. Fusing these collective resources and capacities through a structure similar to HNEF has enormous potential to drive change at a scale that would not otherwise be possible.
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